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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the study

In the United States, the Centre for Minärity Education and Research of the

University of California carried out one of the most comprehensive longitudinal

studies (1981—91) of bilingual education programs to date. The objective of the study

was to determine whether teaching Spanish-speaking students (who had limited

English proficiency) mostly in English or in combination with Spanish enabled them

to catch up to their native English-speaking peers in basic skills (English reading,

language arts, and math): Stpdents in 51 schools across five states were sampled.

Okwany (1993) carried out a study to enrnine the attitudes of Kenyan high-school

students toward the national language, Kiswahili. This study was intended to

provide useful information for evaluating the Kiswahili-language curriculum.

Okwany used a stratifie4 random approach to select the sample of 483 students

from -three school types in one province in Kenya. The Attitude/Motivation Test

Battery (Gardner and Smythe 1981) was adapted to suit the Kenyan context and

was administered to the - sample. The questionnaire explored seven dimensions of

attitudes toward Kiswahili with respect to gender, ethnic background, and school

type. Experienced Kiswahili teachers held foãus-group interviews to identify factors

that might explain these attitudes. In addition, the study explored the effects of

making Kiswahii a mandatory subject.



The mmhcr tongue is indeed the primary language of learning, as evidenced by die

differences between the level of achievement attained by students in the English-

immersion programs and that achieved by students in the late-exit bilingual

programs. The latter scored significantly higher in the three basic skills. Early

transition to English-only programs does nOt work. Students do not maintain or

develop the linguistic and cognitive skills acquired in the first language. ProficienL

access to the second language can occur via second-language- content classes for

the remaining 50% of instruction time. Additive bilingual or multilingual programs,

coupled with an integrated approach to the curriculum, provide the best results in

the acquisition of both knowledge and competencies in the second language

(Ramirez 1994).

In a world with trade barriers being broken,. with single markets in areas such as

Europe growing, and with economic competition rapidly developing on a global

scale, competence in languages, in general, is increasingly important. Those who

havu multi-linguistic capital may, indeed, be in a position to increase their economic

capital. It so happens that English has gained a unique status in this context of the

liberalization of world trade and the globalization of economy, and it would be

foolish not to take advantage of this. The language situation in Mauritius being

intimately bound up with the socio-economic realities, success in this society is

therefore defined by proficiency in English (and, for that matter, French which is

another European language used and taught in schools) in both the oral and the

written mode.



iere seems to be a consensuS in Mauritius on matters of language and education

mt English should remain a language through which students gain access to

flbm~ent types of academic knowledge. Literacy education for Mauritians in and

irough the English language is associated with economic advancement and social

rogress. In a multilingual setting like Mauritius, where French-based Creole, the

oinc language of the majority of the population and the ‘anguage of inter-ethnic

~rnmiifliCatiOn, is equated with being powerless and underprivileged, literacy in the

iTieial medium (i.e. English) is regarded as a major key to self advancement as well

s empowerment.

.2 Statement of the problem

‘omprehensive education aimed at ensuring that English language in secondary

(Pools is perceived as a prerequisite among students as a way for improving on the

‘~nt~’ p~’rformance in other languages, studies show that students have not

onsiclered English language as an important subject instead they prefer to interpret

xams in their mother tongues and this has drastically affected their academic

erformances at different levels, others are dropping the languages and do not give

~ serious attention among others, and its against such detrimental circumstances

hat this investigation is undertaken.



.3 Purpose of the study

he overali aim of the study was to establish the relationship between the effects of

~o~hai~ LOfl~UC language in relation to English language and the students’

(rIc)rmIw( a science subjects in seconda~ school in Kenya.

.4 Specific objectives

To find ~ut how English language influences the students’ performance in sciencc

ubjects in seeonda~ schools in Kenya.

i) To iclenti1~’ reasons as to why different students with different mother tongues

erlhrm differently in science subjects in seconda~ schools in Kenya.

ii) To classi the different mother tongues in relation to English language towards

he perlorillanCe in science subjects in secondary schools in Kenya.

‘to ihenhh the problems brought about as-a result of language barrier in relation

)UUI p~-iihi iriaii~e b~ students in science subjects in secondary schools iii Kenya.

1.5 Research questions

I Hw ha~ Knglish language influenced the students’ ~erformance in science

~Ol)je(’t5 in secondary schools in Kenya?

~ij What are the reasons as to why different students with different mother tongues

pcrlbrm differently in science subjects in secondary schools in Kenya?

ii:~ What are the different mother tongues in relation to English language towards

~he perlonfla ace in science subjects in secondary schools in Kenya?



What arc’ some of the problems brought about as a result of language barrier in

elation to poor perlbrmance by students in science subjects in seconda~ schools in

.6 The Scope of the study.

.6.1 Geographical Scope

I~ ~tLj~\ \\~S carriod out in kisumu District, Nyanza province~Ken~a, and reason

cing it is nearer and easy to get to the targeted respondents by the researcher in

:rms ol transport. .

.6.2 Content Scope

~he study lasted for a period of at least two months and focused on the usage of to

~nglish language in the teaching process towards performance of science subjects

a tin school between 2004 and 2007.

V.7 Significance of the study V

Thc fiiniings of the study will assist the English teachers in different schools

oncerneci with the teaching in Er~g1ish, researchers and policy makers like, district

ocinciliors, 1)istrict education Offic~rs who take part in an essential role in

)Iolnotion of education programmes in the district and other parts of the count~.

a student of education, I am optimistic that the research findings will to a large

tent enhance my career Vjfl researching and enable me to have a practical approach

1~5\\(1i1~ language related problems, as the course necessitates.



The study \vill also be useful to other researchers in the field of education especially

teaeheis and students pursuing bachelors in education specializing in English who

ish to expound on the area of languages to obtain a foundation in the form of

iterutul-( review likc the institute of languages in other universities besides KIU.



CHAPTER Two

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 IntroduCtiOfl

In this chapter, a review of some literature on how English language influences the

students’ performance in science subjects in seconda~ schools and else where in

thc \varlcI was macic. Specific interest areas on the philosophy and understanding of

(‘(location and its processes were given. The chapter reviews the works of other

scholars who have written about the topic of the study or those who have addressed

similar issueS as those of the variable that was available in the study.

2.1 Review of the related literature

~ociaI awareness of and efforts spent on foreign language teaching have been clearly

incrcasinh in Turkey for years. Along with this awareness and effort, language

teaching has undergone many fluctuations and dramatic shifts over the years

resulting in more emphasis on the need for all students to become competent

langclag( learners (Ayo, 2004).

‘I’hs( fluctuationS and shifts in foreign language teaching in Turkey have brought

about striking changes which have created several problems as well. One of these

pr0l~’nl5 is related to the selection of schools and their program content. In Turkey,

after compulsory elementary school, students study hard to get into state or private

seconclar~ schools where they have one year preparato~ stage and follow a~



i1ni1alsioll program. They have to take a central exam to be a student there. These

1 ~‘ English as the medium for instruction for mathematics, sciences and

ha: ac~i~leinic subjects. Other secondary schools which also accept students after

this central exam teach academic courses in the native language, Turkish, and

teach English as a course for four hours a week (Banda, F. 2000).

Tho politics of English education has thus created a caste system of languages -

which is Eurocentric and discriminatory-by relegating home languages to an almost

1101) existent position in the school curriculum. Moreover, an educational poiiey

which csoiblishes the languages to be used as a medium of education at primary,

scolaIar\ and university level is ~a key factor in determining how successful

sp~~lKers of the lesser used languages are within the education system. While

modern social and economic systems require certain kinds of language competence,

lo\ siiiitilLincously create conditions which ensure that vast numbers of people

will be unable to acquire that competence (Bisong, J. 1995).

With English taking up an important position in the Mauritian educational system,

it has breonie one of the most phwerful means of inclusion into or exclusion from

further education, employment, or social positions. Ngugi (1986) describes his

experiences in Kenya, where English became ‘the main determinant of a child’s

progress up the ladder of formal education’.



~avlics of Poizenhagen, P. and Michael U. C 2004 reveal that, in general, the

StLI(l(1lts hlcl a positive integrative attitude toward Kiswahili (that is, desire to

belong to a given linguistic group), irrespective of the type of school attended, ethnic

background, or gender. The study also revealed that this attitude was related to

factors both extcrnal and~ internal to the classroom envirohment. It was concluded

that the three most revealing dimensions of the students general attitude toward

Riswahili, out of the seven dimensions considered, were a desire to learn the

language, perceived parental influence, and degree of motivation.

ih~ in ~, huvcc~cr, this level of mobilization and careful planning was absent

1t)koinbo 1996). The policy environment was not managed, and as a result, the

197o catch inent-arca poliny is being~de facto replaced by a policy formulated by the

Umindc C’oinmission of 1964, English is increasingly becoñ~ing the Lol throughout

tIn education system; Kiswahili has consolidated its status as a compulsory

subject; 011(1 mother tongues have lost ground as LoIs (Ba~gbose 1991).

Although 1’hswahih is supposed to be the Lol for training primary-school teachers,

most of tile materials used at the teachers colleges are in English (Msanjila 1990).

Vlore serious still is the problem that the trainers of the primary-school teachers

(that is. the tuLers in the teachers colleges) are trained in English at the University

of I)ar (S halaain, although they are supposed to train the teacher trainees to teach

in kis\vaIl iii (Roy-Campbell 1992).

DilThreiices in students attitudes were associated with school type and ethnic

group. StLldents in private commercial schools consistently exhibited more positive



‘tttiiudcs toward Kiswahili, followed by those-in public schools and those in private

~‘l “&s (‘rir ‘he’ elite. Although all students exhibited positive attitudes toward

hIb~~ ahili. those whose home languages were in the Bantu language group

un urn uMv showed morq positive ftUitudes than the others. The study also

cleiermiuwcl that making Kiswahili cdmpulsory not only heightened the motivation

for learning it. but also enhanced its general status.

According to Rubagurn~a (1993), secondary-school students admit that they

understand their teachers better when teaching is carried out in Kiswahili, but the

majority of these studentä still think that English should be maintained as the Lol.

Roy Campbell (1992) also noted that many students resist the change of Lol from

English to Kiswahili because they assume that English is the best medium for

science and technology, even though Kiswahili is the dc help medium of instruction

in utnun schools. Such an anomaly, argued Roy-Campbell, can be seen as an

indication of where the locus of power is perceived to be in society.

The cognitive and academic performance of the students in the project schools was

‘uiuvr ih;i’i ibm of their counterparts in the mainstream sch9ols. Pupils educated in

Y’n-ub~~ (the mother tongue) throughout the 6 years of primary education were no

less proficient in English than pupils educated in English during the last 3 years.

The gains that children reportedly made when instructed in’ their mother tongue fell

into various categories-cultural, affective, cognitive, socio psychological, pedagogic,

etc. (Akinnaso 1993).

.11 (_~,‘4bq —‘I
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II is. however, necessary to note Akinnaso’s (1993) remarks regarding these results.

The following words put the cautionary message most clearly: the results of the fife]

projcci were compounded by a combination of several non-linguistic factors,

including curricular changes; the use of new course materials; the use of

expericncccl teachers for whom additional training was also provided; changes in

~lassrooni practices; and greater attention than usuaF (especially in English

Education) to experimental classes.

The studies by Krashen and Biber (1987), Rosenthal (1996) and Spurlin (1995)

support the results by Cummins (1981a; 1982) and state that students who have

not clevelopeci their CAL? could be at a disadvantage in stadying academic subjects

:ijid scicfl(’(’ in particular because thiscourse requires an in-depth understanding of

‘onecpts acquired by reading textbooks, participating in dialogue and debate, and

~csponcling to questions in tests. Once again, stressing the difference between CAL?

irnl flies, vduc’~iiionni and linguistic theorists (Cummins, 1981a; Krashen, 1982

md Rrashen, Long and Scarcella, 1979) explain that foreign language students may

‘ceomc quitc proficient in the grammar, vocabulary and sentence structure of the

nghish language, but may lack the necessary cognitive academic language

rohicieney to learn the subject matter in science courses. -

study by Johnstone and Selepeng (2001) backs up the claims by Cummins

cm lb. 1982; Spurlin, 1995; Krashen, 1982). Johnstone and Selepeng (2001) state

at students struggling to learn science in a second language lose at least 20

rccnt of their capacity to reason and understand in the process. This study has



implications for countries which teach theft students through the medium of a

loreign language rather than in native language. Short and Spanos (1989) claim that

basic proliciency is not adequate to ~erform the more demanding tasks required in

academic courses since students do not have exposure to, or lack an understanding

of the vocabulary and context-specific language.

The schools were chosen to represent the actual Lol practices in Kenyan schools,

based on the policy outlined in mother tongue. As the researchers explained

(Cleghorn et al. 1989), the three schools in which this study was carried out provide

models of Kenya s varied language conditions: one [school 1j was an urban school

where instruction was in English from the start; the second [school 21 was a pen-

urban school where English and Ki~wahili-two second langhages for most pupils —

‘v~re iisrcl as the initial media of instruction; the third school [school 31 was located

in a rural district where Dholuo [Luol, the local vernacular, was the third initial

meclitnn of instruction. In the first two schools most instruction in the upper

primary level [grades 4—81 was in English, but in the third school, Luo was used

quite freely for giving explanations and the like well past standard 4 [fourth grade~.

The effects of bilingual education on academic subjects and its implications have

.tI~~U bc~n investigated. Research on bilingual education programs and academic

achievement has shown that bilingual program students made dramatic gains

compared to the success of students schooled in second language only. The study

by Collier showed that after 4-5 years of instruction, bilingual program students

achieved dramatically whereas the English-only group dropped significantly below



their grncle level (1989, p. 522). Several studies have also shown that bilingualism

may be Positively associated with cognitive and academic performance (Duncan and

Dc A~ Ha. 1979; Kessler and Quinn 1980; Bain and Yu, 1980; Swain and Lapkin,

1981).

Si tidies by Cassels and Johnstone (1983, 1985), Poilnick and Rutherford. (1993)

reveal that learning academic courses through the medium of English poses

problems for students whose mother tongue is not English, The explanations given

for these problems are linguistic and psychological. Studies exploring the underlying

psychological problems indicate that second language learners are frustrated by

failure to see meaning in texts and start to have a tendency toward rote-learning.

Therefore, not much is stored in memory since what is learned by rote is easily

inrgnl ‘en linguistic effects are a result of one’s lack of knowledge of grammar, rules

~ max, as well as meanings of words used in different contexts. Poor knowledge

of these rules puts second-language learners at a disadvantage, being less able to

s e meaning in texts, when compared with first language’ counterparts who have

been exposed to inherent and informal methods of learning their language at an

~arJy stage (Howe, 1970; Johnstone and Selepeng, 2001).

‘he results of the study investigating the bffect of language on performance of

C’fl)jftj lamigLiage swdcnt.s in science examinations by Bird and Welford (1995) also

howc’d the effect was significant. There were significant differences in performance

f modified forms of thee questions -between British school pupils and pupils for

horn l~miglisli was the sccond language. The study gave a clear indication that the



wording of questions in scien~e examinations was a real influence on the

p(~rIormancc of second language students.

In the light of these studies, in this study, the effect of a foreign language, English,

o niccliurn for instruction, on conceptual understanding of The Energy Unit” in a

sci~~iicc course was investigated. The reason why it was chosen is because this unit

is related to everyday experiences and also covers abstract concepts. As explained

by Pftindi ond Dub (2000), how to teach the topic of energy is investigated in many

stLidies because of its nature, containing abstract concepts.

‘Flir Ministry of Education and several universities have stated that no research

related to the effect of foreign languages on conceptual understanding has yet been

conducted in Turkey and the results of these types of studies are needed to inform

oiid identiR government policies and education targets. This study is of particular

import ~ no heco use several changes in schools following the immersion program are

pH; ad in (lu Turkish educational system (Ministry of Education, 1 qqQ;

I 996).



2.2 Classification of different mother tongues in relation to English language

One of ihe major findings of Cleghorn et al. 1989, p. 27) was that, English,

iiilieirauics, science and Swahili examination results show that school 1 students

a(h]cvcd higher scores than school 2 or school 3 students, but school 3 students

achieved higher scores than school 2 students in all subjects except Swahili.

Ahhough this study seems to cast doubt on the role of the mother-tongue LoT in

cognitive development, what it actually does is point to a possible combination of

nonliaguistic Ihetors thai may explain the differences in i~esults obtained by the

~hrec schools. These factors may include curricular changes; new course materials;

irained, experienced teachers; and new methodologies. It should also be noted that

Lnglish is a mother tongue for many urban Kenyan children.

Baker (I p72) argues that English, French and Creole have-become associated with

knowledge, culture and egalitarianism respectively, while the Oriental languages

which include Bhojpuri, Hindi, Urdu, Tamil, Telegu, Marathi and Mandarin, are

largely identified with what may be termed ‘ancestral heritage’. In the above

censuses, ii is significant to note that the instructions relating to ‘mother tongue’

which accompanied the census forms read as follows: ‘Mother tongue’ - The

language spoken in your home during your early childhood. You may not

necessarily have spoken or speak the language at present’. It is thus clear that the

Oiiii ‘nuall(r tongue means something quite different from the definition ‘one’s

nalive lan°uage’ and it is this writer’s experience that many Mauritians of Asiatic



oi igia uiiclcrstand ‘mother tongue’ to mean a language spoken by one’s ancestors at

the time of their arrival in Mauritius. It is therefore safe to assume that the oriental

languages arc, in fact, ‘ancestral’ languages and are by no means primary or first

iii tliIg(~; !hr Mtniritians, According to Baker (1972), egalitarianism is generally a

more important matter than ‘culture’, ‘knowledge’ or ‘ancestral heritage’, which

cxplnins ~vhy, in practice, Creole, has been adopted as the language of everyday use

by almost all Mauritians,

Thc vast majority of Mauritian learners are taught English in what has been called

an ‘acquisition poor environment’.(Tickoo 1993) and, as a result, the language does

not hcconw a usable means of communication. When Mauritians speak of receiving

heir t’clueatio~ through the English medium, it is a different scenario from the type

of education that people in India, Anglophone Africa and Carribean countries

receive These areas can be referred to as ESL (Least English Spoken countries)

countries, i.e. where Eng)ish plays the role of a genuinely second language, where it

ii social’ role in the community and functions as a recognised means of

communication among members who speak some other language as their mother

tongue. The peculiar sociblinguistic ~ituation of Mauritius, fuarked by a multiplicity

of longuag(s, affects the motivation to learn English in the classroom.

In South Africa, a study Was made in 1990 of a transitional bilingual program, the

Threshold Project. In this project, the LoT shifted from the mother tongue to English

at the third grade. The objective of the study was to test the cognitive development

of the children in that program. According to Luckett (1994, p. 5), “pupils could not



eXplclIfl iii knglish what they already knew in their first languages; nor could they

transfer into their first languages the new knowledge that they had learnt through

English.

The main conclusion of the study was that bilingual programs that shift the In!

(Local Language)from the mother tongue to a second language before children reach

a certain age or level of cognition-what Cummins (1979) called cognitive acadcmic

language proficiency-will result in failure (Luckett 1994).

Sc) far, no research has been done in Tanzania to show whether, at the primary-

school level, the cognitive development of children whose Lol is Kiswahili is better or

worst’ than that of children whose’LoI is English. However, research in Tanzania has

clearly shown that, at the secondary-school level, teaching in Kiswahili has a

cognitive development advantage over teaching in English (Mlama and Materu

I 978). It was shown, for instance, that when students are asked a question in

English, the answer is often incoherent and irrelevant, showing lack of

understanding of the question or an inability to answer in English. When the same

question is asked in Kiswahii, students give a relevant and articulate answer. One

may conclude that this is also the case at the primary-school level, perhaps to a

greater extent, as pupils at this level have had even less exppsure to English.

Standards of primary-school education in Tanzania have been said to be falling, but

this has not been demonstrated as being a result of using Kiswahili as the Lot.

Mvungi (1974) stated that the falling standards were due to other factors, including



)oorlv ~rainncI teachers, ihadequate facilities, and lack of motivation among teachers

)eeaLlSe of poor pay.
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interrelationships. It illustrates the benefits of improved language proficiency as a



1o1xndeiu variable which will help in students’ proper interpretation of exams,

improved performance among others. -

13m however much as the above can be achieved there are always interferences that

hioc1~r tlio usage of English subject in relation to science subjects they include;

culwre, high levels of illiteracy and language barrier among students, from the

abovc constraining variables we shall get the intervening variables which will breed

the moderating variables.

~vo constraining variables are interrelated, that is independent and

(lvpc~11(iLI1( variable they will produce an intervening variable and the output from

he three, that is will be a~moderating variable which is the outcome.



CHAPTER THREE

3,0 METHODOLOGY

3.1 IntroductiOn

in this chnpter, the researcher highlighted on the research design, research area,

population size, research instruments, data collection methods that will be used,

data analysis and validity and reliability of data.

3.2 Research design

Tin ~tnciv used a co~hinatiofl of both qualitative and quantitative research design

for ~hc purpose of making valid conclusions. Quantitative design which is classified

in uV() broad categories, that is; e~perimental and non experimental examined how

l~Thglish language influences the students’ performance in science subjects in

secondary schools as an independent variable where as qualitative design involved

OSO 01 questions to obtain views from the respondents.

3.3 Area of the study

~ s~ucl\ \cas conducted in Maseno boys High school, kisumu district, nyanza

)lovincc~k(nyd and assessed how English language influences the students’

performance in science subjects in séconda~ schools.



3.4 Population of the study

‘1~hu study population ranged from staff members from the selected schools and the

sRvIoi~ts \\‘ilhifl the respective schools. Most of the respoffdents comprised of pre

school I eachers.

3.5 Sample procedure

The study used both random sampling and purposive sampling procedures.

Purposive was used to select different activities in the area of investigation in order

to get the required data and information, Random sampling was used because

respondents have equal chances of being selected.

3.5.1 Sample size

Ille lesponuents were randomly selected and categorized. They comprised of buu-i

sexes but of different marital statuses and age groups and the study used 80

respondcii Is.

This was intended to get a variety of views and unbiased response which made the

study a reality. Also this sample size was selected since, Sutton and David, (2004),

state that a sample size should not be less than 30. Beyond basic description it

\\ould be clilTieult for the researcher to undertake more complex statistical analysis,

~s most 01 these analyses require a minimum sample of 30.



3.6 Data collection methods

Data was collected from both primary and secondary sources. Secondary data was

got 1w extracting information regarding how English language influences the

students’ performance in science, subjects in secondary schools, by reading

newspapers, journals, and text books plus the already existing work on internet and

magazines. Primary data was got from the field by use of the following methods;

3.6.1 Interviews

This involved face to face interaction between the researcher and the participant

through discussion. The interviews were in two ways, namely:

Structured interview in which the responses by the participants were brief and

spce:fic. .. . —

L ns’ rurtureci interviews, where the responses were long, elaborated and not

specific, the interviews were conducted in group, individual.

The reseurelicr carried out interviews with teachers and head teachers, using the

interview guide because it is the most appropriate method which can be used to

study the attitudes, values, beliefs and motives of people. It also has an element of

flexibilit. These persons were interviewed individually so as to get independent

answers.



3.6.2 Observation

‘rhis involved the use of personal intuition based on different body senses, for

oxample seeing (eye) hearing (ear) touching (hand) smelling (nose).Observation can

be used in three main ways, namely;

~atura1istic observation. .Here, the presence of the researcher was not known. He

hic~ himself

Passive observation. The presence of the researcher was known but his role in the

activity was hidden. He did not pa~ticipate at all.

An active observation. The presence of the researcher was known to the

participants. The observer played a leading role to bring out information.

3.6.3 Questionnaires

This was the discussion in written form wh6reby the responses of the participants

a tr( pot (30 paper provided by the researcher, the questionnaire was also in two

lorins, taiiiely:

Open-coded questionnaire in which the responses by the participants were free

according to their understanding.

fhc close-coded questionnaires in which responses were provided by the researcher

mcI the participants one of them accordingly, for example strongly agree, agree or

~trong1v disagree.

‘he researcher left out questionnaires to mainly the literate group. These included;

;tal! incinhers and some students. These had guiding questionnaires which the

esearcher ~ove to individ~ial respOn&ents to fill. The researcher gave some two days



to respondents to study and fill the questionnaires. He requested the respondents to

ask for clarification where they could not understand.

3.7 Reliability and validity

In order to ensure and maintain a high level of reliability and validity in this study,

the researcher did the following:

Questionnaires were pre~tested (rephrasing them in order avoid leading question).

Ambiguous questions were made clear and irrelevant questions deleted.

The researcher used accurate questions which are open ended in nature by use of

questionnaires from the ~taff niethb&rs, and head teacheri. The questions set had

enough space to give appropriate responses. Close ended questions were also used.

3.8 Procedure for data collection

After the approval of the proposal by the responsible authority at the school of

education, the researcher got an introductory letter from the institute of open and

dIISta)we lea flung MU to progress to the field for data collection. The researcher

presented the letter to the different Local Chiefs (L.Cs), MASENO BOYS HIGH

Sd IOOL boys High school, KISUMU district, nyanza-Kenya, who later introduced

her to clifh’reni. LCI officials who assisted her to make s~mpling frames with the

help of other relevant respondents. The researcher made appointments with

respondents on when to meet them. The interviews were conducted in staff rooms

and in compounds of the schools.



3.9 Data processing

3.9.1 Editing and spot checking

The researcher edited during and after each interview with the respondents. This

c’nsurecl that information given was logical, accurate and consistent.

()l~vious errors and omissions were corrected to ensure accuracy, uniformity and

completeness so as to facilitate coding.

3.9.2 CodIng

This rnsi,red that all answers obtained from various respopdents are given codes

and ..‘lassified into meaningful forms for better analysis.

3.10 Data analysis -

The data filled in the questionnaires were copied and analyzed by tallying it and

tabling it in frequency tables identifying how often certain responses occurred and

later evaluation was dane. The information was later recorded in terms of

~ ‘reen (ages. —

The rc’corcled data was later edited and interpreted which ensured uniformity,

legibility and consistence. Also, interview results were coded on frequency tables

and calculated in terms of percentages and presented in this study.

3.11 limItations and solutions

In the study the following limitations were met:

The innjnr limitation of the research was inadequacy of financial resources. Visiting

MASENO BOYS secondary school, KISUMU district, nyanza-Kenya several times for

claw collection several Limes turned out to be expensiv~ in terms of transport;



however this was solved by obtaining extra funds from family members, colleagues

~uiJ ~OUU ii i~iids.

There was mounting pressure frofn the administration especially at the faculty for

s~ u(l(nIs to oinplete the research on schedule which is likely to affect the quality of

~( 5(’~ I ah.

[The swdy rec~uired a lot of time to be dedicated to collecting substantial data from

)I10 student to another making observations, continuous review of literature, data

Iluilvsis and report writing and this worked out by devoting more time on the

eseareh work by reducing on the leisure time at her disposal.



CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter shows how the collebted data was analyzed and interpreted. The data

hued in the questionnaires was copied and analyzed by tallying it and tabling it in

frequency tables identifying how often certain responses occurred and later

evaluation was done. Th~ information was later recorded in terms of percentages.

The recorded data was later edited and interpreted which ensured uniformity,

leqibilitv and consistence. Also, interview results were coded on frequency tables,

pic~charts and har~graphs which was calculated in terms of percentages and

prescnteh in this stucy in relation to the research questions.

A total of 50 respondents were used in the study, these included students from the

S(l(Ol((l s(condlary schools, their head teachers and all class teachers this was

Ii tol iclecl ii order to make the study a reality.

4.2 Background information -

Respondents were asked to state their sex and the results are shown figure 1.
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Figure 1; Classification of respondents by sex
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During the field swdy, it was witnessed out that, the biggest numbers of

respondents from maseno Boys High school, were femalesas it was represented by

64 and ~36~0f of the respondents were males, implying that, females to a greater

cxren t took part in the study.

Figure 2: Classification of respondents by age
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Source: primary data



F1r~ure I show-s that the biggest percentage of the respondents were in age bracket

of 19-24 vc’ars, where as 18% represents interviewees who were in the age bracket

of I4-Ih veors, then 17~Yo of the respondents (teachers) were 31 years and above.

Figure 3; Respoudents’ marital status

n Single
~ Married

50
nSeparated
o Li~Ang with partner

Source: primary data

An assessnieni. of the respondents’ marital status was as follows; the biggest

percentage of the respondents were found to be living with their partners as shown

by 39U where as 20% of the interviewees attributed to be single, 16% of them said

biat they are married, implying that they have their own problems, then 14% of the

respondents in the school where the interviews where held from attributed that they

saiDaraterl, implying that, they are too a grea~ter extent have their own problems by

n-ia ionsnips as illustrated in Figure 2 above.

14%



Figure 4; Qualifications attained by teachers at muranga district

Source: primary data

An assessment of the teachers’ qualifications were as follows; the researcher found

out hai, 2d% teachers had attained Diploma in education and 30 of them had

uitcnclcd Advanced level certificate in education where as~ 17% of the interviewed

ruspondciits attributed to have attained KCSE, implying that teachers at Meru

Central District had attained qualifications in different fields,

Figure 5; Performance at Meru Boys High School in science subjects
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clurinb ihe study in the field, it was found out that the performance Meru Boys High

School in science subjects was not bad in the following subjects: biolo~ represented

b\ hS% of the respondents and maths also noted with 62% where as it was found

OUt however that chemist~ was the only subject which was poorly done at the

sohool shown with 59%, with agriculture being the best done subject at the school

r~ c~~ciu~ci with 73% of the respondents and accompanied with physics bcing one

of those best done subjects at the school shown with 67% in the figure above,

Figure 6; Do you like teaching sciences in girl’s schools?

0 yes
~ NO

It \\05 bond out in the above figure that, the biggest percentage of the respondents

(aoclu~’s) liked teaching sciences in girl’s schools as it is represented with 77%

implying that girl’s in had a ve~ high chance of passing science subject where as it

wos noted that only a small portion of percentage represented by 23% did not like

teoching sciences in girl’s, schools as clearly shown above.



Table 1; Availability and adequacy of resources in both teaching and physical

resources

Re source availability Frequency Percentage

Well equipped Laboratory 18 30

~i~IuI LILOIr\’ 15 — 25

(2uali1~ecl science teachers 13 21.7

Otlwrs 14 23.3

Total 60 100

NumeroLo~ responses were put forward during the field study by the respondents, on

~he availability and adequacy of resources were as follows: well equipped laboratory

as one of i~he leading resources noted with 30% of the respondent also among the

nsources available were well stocked library and qualified science teachers which

were represented with a percentage of 25% and 2 1.3% respectively it was also noted

that there were other available resources which included doing regular practical,

constant revision and consultations from teachers as shàwn with 23.3%.

Figure 7; Various methods used for teaching science and how frequently each

method is used
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Close to P0% of the respondents noted that, practicais were one of the leading

method used for teaching science and frequently is used, followed by group

cliscnss~on represented with 37% implying that if those methods are to be

concentrated on the performance of students can be improved where as

demonstration and lesson planning were the methods which were seen to have less

impact on sciences as shown with 20% 19% respectively.

Table 2: Head teachers’ opinions on teaching English language in relation to

the students’ performance in science subjects

Opinions J~eque:
Cooperation among 20
teachers & students _____

L!sc of the I 08
available materials

i sure efficiency
ainoiu~ teachers
Total

Source; Primary data

Different opinions were received by the researcher which ranged from; 40% of the

rm;pcrdcntc emphasized there should be cooperation among the science teachers

and students especially when learning reading skills in English language is

concerned where as 44% gf the interyiewees said that efficiency should be enhanced

among the teachers, and 16% of them attributed that teachers should make use of

the available materials as portrayed in table 1 above.



Table 3: lack of teaching English language on the st~idents’ performance in

science subjects

Opinions

Yex

Total

Source;

Table 2, indicates that majority of the respondents attributed to yes, implying that

there is lack of teaching English language on the students’ performance in science

in Meru boys High School as it was revealed by 70% where as 30% of the

I1IVica’eex pointed out that they do not experience problems associated with

I~nglish language as fa~ as performance in science subjects is concerned as

illustlvaccl in the table above.

Table 4: methods used while teaching English language aimed improving

Students’ perlormance in science subjects

Methods

2halk and board —

~laIii media 14
DIeScnlatjOii j~p~~ach
~udio visual method

ndluir\ approach —

~eacling method

o tal 00

ource; Primary data

~blc 3 sho\\s the majority of the respondents in the Meru Boys High school who

~e chalk and board methods as represented by 44% while teaching English

where as 12% revealed that they use rcading methods. When



interviewed in details to find out why they mainly use chalk and board, their

responses were attributed to lack of enough reading materials to cover all the

schools especially government schools. The researcher also found out that teachers

in the maseno boys high school use a variety of methods while teaching English

hot the niaior one is chalk and talk high helps the teachers to express the

feel~iu~s aial interaction with students.

The researcher acquired some infoi~mation from the sciehce teachers about the

effects of Linglish language aimed improving students’ performance in science

subjects and the results collected regarding this research question were illustrated

in Pgurc 1 below;

Hg h: elTeets English language on the students’ performance in science subjects

40% EHardto
communicate

~ Failing of
6O/o exams

3ource; Primary data

\n assessment. of the effects of English language on the students’ performance in

;cience sul)jecls were as follows; 60% of the teachers from where the study was

~oncluctecl from, attributed to the process of delivering/communication with the

tLI(l(I)t~S )((umes a problem, this was supplemented by the 40% of the respondents



who said that, some students who can not read in most cases fail exams which

briiu~ the blame to us by the head teacher, parents and the government as

portrayed in figure 1 above.

Figure 9: aims of learning Ex~glish language aimed improving students’

performance in science subjects
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An assessment of the aims as to why students are encouraged to grasp the learning

reacting skills were as follows; the biggest percentage of the respondents said that, it

~~I;~ua ~>t actents pass their exams since their they are set in English and this was

showed by 55% of the interviewees where as 30% of the respondents attributed that

enabling students learn how to read English a part from Swahili the commonly used

langtiago in the school and the least percentage emphasized that it enables them

Irarn how to read poems as depicted in the figure above.



CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 DISCUSSIONS, SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

ThiS c’1n~pt(r looks at the discussions, summary, conclusion and recommendations

that can be adopted in order to soive~ the negative effects of English language on the

students’ perlbrrnance in science subjects

5.2 Discussion of the findings

The study Ibund out that the teaching English language help students to interpret

and pass their examinations which are set in English for the students. The

reii~-~ also discovered that reading is a process of appreciation, understanding

auct perception of written or printed materials, Reading skills help the students to

understand the meaning of written materials and covers the alert strate~ that leads

to Lindlerstandling and perform better in science subjects. The aims of reading skills

according to the tcachers 70% revealed that they are many and 30% attributed that

much as the aims of teaching reading skills are many, the minority of them

essentially usc them.

Teaching English language helps students and teachers to communicate and

,osso(iat( wiih each other more easily because it involves the recognition of letters,

words phrases and clauses and •in ~some esteem, it can be considered a simpler

process than intellectual capacity which enhances them perform better in science

subjects. Uioclerstoncling on the other hand is a process of agreeing, understanding

between the reader and the writer.



The study findings closely tally with Wendy’s (2003) who found out that improving

the school readiness and literacy skills to children (pupils) is an essential goal of the

parents taking childrcn to school preface findings of the 4 year national evaluation

~f tbt. Wiehing process revealed that participating children who had no prior pre

senool experience double the expected developmental growth rate. These findings

suggest that as students enter the government schools they~ are more likely to know

the basic concepts and pioneers of such skills than would have with the absence of

the programme.

Grunt (1 C)8$) also observed that in the family literacy standard, parents work on

foundation of academic and parenting skillswhile their children attend pre-school

class. Follow up studies of pre-school participants who were at risk of failure when

they enrolled in the family literacy programme showed that primary grade pupils

performed above average bn variableb such as academic performance, motivation to

learn, attendance and probable success in school. And 90% of the school children

who knew how to read were rated as not considered at risk for school failure by

their current teachers.

Research indicates that the sequence of failure starts earlyin child’s school career.

Stunovic’ (1986) argues with good evidence that children who encounter problems in

tlfl• stages of learning to read fall farther and farther behind their peers.

Longitudinal studies (Juel 1988) feveal that there is an early 90% that a child who

is a poor reader will always remain a poor reader at the end of any grade. As they

move through the grades, poor readers are opted to experience continued failure



~reatccl as such since this approach involves various aspects in the teaching of the

~eacling skills.

~jiy~jl~irly and McDonald (1998) also found out that there are many methods of

naking pupils learn effebtively, Their observations were that children of mothers

~ith high levels of education stay in school more than the children of mothers with

)W levels of education. The National Assessment of Education Progress

‘\JAkP)(2001) data provide some evidence supporting the traditional interpretations

f children’s academic success that focus on gross measures of parent’s education

Lainment.

.3 possible means and ways of improving quality and quantity of teaching

~nglish language aimed at improving on the performance of science students

lv study finding is in line with the researcher’s observation that the effectiveness

f i~cuching methods applied by teachers is associated with teacher’s ability to

assrooms if you want to help students with their skills of reading English, it is

uporlant to help ~hern to read books that are appropriate to their levels and

bilitics.

owever, ~he effectiveness of the methods depends on the learners’ attendance and

ic kinds of rules and regulations in secondary schools. Secondary schools whose

Ill IN 1511 ul lull policies are Liglib teachers teach reading skills more frequeiitly as

)mparedl to schools which have loose administrations ljioma (2003).



and defeat ~s hich may account for the tendency of low achieving learners to drop out

of school.

The researcher found out that teachers in secondary schools use a variety of

methods in the teaching and learning of English. This is because reading trains

students in literal comprehension, which consist using two types to enable learners

to know how to read. The tasks indlude recognition and recall tasks. Recognition

tasks require the students to identify the main points regarding selection or the

exercise that use the explicit content of the reading selection

The study finding was in-line with Nduhylcqire et al (1998) who pointed out why

pupils succeed or fail in schools as one of the most enduring questions which

teachers ask themselves while teaching pupils how to read and write. As salient fin

clins from traditional research on both adult education and early childhood

inten’entic)n programmes that the mothers’ level of education is one of the important

factors influencing children’s reading levels and other school achievements.

Generally, traditional research has revealed that more highly educated mothers

have greater success in providing their children with the cognitive and language

skills that contribute to early success in school.

Muwonge K (1989) points out that integrated approaches involve linking various

aspects of social studies and even some from outside the subject to make learning

complete and meaningful, they also involve linking what is already known to new

knowledge to create logical progression in learning; the subject is taken as one and



Furthermore, the researchers found out that the learning atmosphere in the

secondary schools has a say on both the teachers and the students. In schools

which have enough reading materials, students and teachers use them more than in

a situation where the reading materials are not available Griffin, (1998).

At tililes to allow students to read books that are relatively easy for them,

conceivably the ones that they have read earlier than the recent. This will give them

a feeling of contentment -and confidence especially if they can manage to read a

whole book by themselves. Cheek on the confidence of the ~tudents especially those

in Forms 1, 2, as it is vital in helping their reading skills. Students just like adults,

like to look at a book before deciding whether to read or not to read it. Even after

the student has started, he or she may find it too difficult or simple for him or her

and so discards it and looks for another. -

5.3 Summary

During (lie study it was observed that languages has a great impact on the

students’ performance in science subjects as it discoverçd at Gitugu secondaiy

school, Muranga north district, Kenya especially at lower levels.

5.4 Conclusion

Steaming on the study findings, the researcher concluded that English has many

aims; it is a medium of exchangc in Uganda, an official laqguage used by students

in answering examinations both internal and external but its teaching has not been

so effective as the study revealed



Many methods that exist- are necessary for teaching reading skills to students in

secondary school but teachers of English do not use all of them. Parents in socio

economic status in kisumu district could enable them to meet their students’

requirements at school but due to the fact that they have low levels of interest in

investing in education, some parents or guardians completely fail to provide

students with the necessary school requirements. -

5.5 Recommendations

5.5.1 Teachers should ensure that they use a variety of n~ethods to make reading

skills more effective in the education system.

5.5.2 More emphasis should be put on the teachers on the teaching of reading skills

to students in Forms, 1, 2, 3 because of its role in education.

5.5.3 Parents or guardians should always work together with the teachers in

secondary schools to ensure that students are provided with the necessary scho9l

requirements because absence of such materials affects their performance.

5.5.4 Teachers should also put more interest in learning how to read because no

child clii) be in position to pass when he or she can not read or interpret the set

questions.

5.6 Areas for further research

the study explored the effects of languages in relation to the students’ performance

in science subjects in mgseno Boys High school, kisumu District. The structure of

Lhe study was infra-firm, as it focused on the students and teachers ~f the school.



To txpand the scope of teaching materials on students’ learning of reading skills in

English as language aimed at improving on the performanée in science subjects in

Kenya there is need to conduct other studies in the following thematic areas:

I. A study on the kind of teaching materials being used as product of

modem instructional components of the teaching skills.

ii. A comparative analysis of the costs of teaching and learning skills.
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C> QUESTIONNAIRES FOR HEADTEACHERS

1 \Vha~ is your opinion about teaching materials towards students’ learning reading

~kiIIs in I3nglisb language in relation to science subjects?

2. Is Lhere lack of teaching materials in the instruction of reading skills in English

language in your school? (Tick appropriately)

~es No _____

3. lives in (2) above, does this affect students’ grasping reading skills in the English

language in relation to science subjects?

Yes No~~ S

4, lives in (3) above how?

12

3. is \ ULh ~choul sufficiently equipped ifl teaching materials used in i1isti~ucting

in~ skills in kThglish language? (Tick appropriately)

No~ j . _

o. Ii 110 in (5) abuv~, to which extent is this lacking? (Tick appropriately)

S1i~htIv~~ moderately ____

Strongly very stroi~



7. Which suggeshons do you have towards th~ boosting of teaching materials in the

iflS~rL[CL1Ofl of reading skills in English language?



QUESTIONNAIRES FOR CLASS TEACHERS

L. Is there lack of teachiflg materials in the instruction of reading skills in English

a ~ (Tick ctppiopriateiy)

No[~

2. l)oes this situation affe~t students’ learning of reading skills in English language?

1 ~ es a (2) above, describe how?

I. Is tI~er any effect. on students’ learning reading skills in English language due to

lack of teaching materials? (Tick appropriately)

Yes L~ No ____

5. If ‘~ es in (4) above, to which extent? (Tick appropriately)

Slightly

S~rongIy r~ very str~____

b. ~hich instructional problem(s) are linked to lack of reading skills by the
students? -

7. (bye somc suggestion(s) towatds o~zercoming the effect of lack of teaching

materials on pupils learning of reading skills in English language.



INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR STUDENTS
I. Is there any link between effects of English language and performance of science

subjects? -

2. (live reason for your answer.

3. Is there lack of teaching materials in the instruction of reading skills in English

language in your class?

4. (live reason for your answer?

5. DC) teaching materials assist learners in grasping reading skills in English

language? -

r)~ bivc reason for your answer.

7. how does the lack of teaching materials affect students’ grasping reading skills in

English language? -

8. What do think should be done so as to boost teaching materials that are used in

the instruction of reading in English language?

N~


